Smashing MultiMedia WordPress Theme

Features:

Easy media embed method- with shortcodes in the post content area or use a media plugin of your choice. I have tested the Flash Video Player Plugin for WordPress - [http://www.mac-dev.net/blog/](http://www.mac-dev.net/blog/)

The theme’s custom video shortcodes support:

1. Vimeo,
2. YouTube,
3. Google Video,
4. Blip TV,
5. Veoh,
6. Viddler,
7. Revver

Feature any post, any category - the easy way - just make them sticky! Why restrict yourself to one featured category when you can have the freedom to pick and choose any post from any category to feature!

Choose and put together your Site's Main Navigation without touching the code in the template files. All available options are right there for you included in the Theme Options.

Choose and put together your Site's Category Navigation (appears in sidebar) without touching the code in the template files. Again, all available options are right there for you included in the Theme Options.

Choose the type of splash image for your media posts

- sliding or
- static splash image.

Do the same independently for Category pages

Choose the type of post teaser (the usual excerpt or text from the content) to appear on multiple post pages and customize it's word limit through theme options. The word limit can be adjusted independently for

- sticky (featured) posts,
- multimedia posts on the front page and on category pages

Subpages:
appear dynamically in sidebar when created

Related posts:
if there are any, appear in the single page sidebar. How many should appear is set by you from the theme options

8 Independent widget areas

- front page separator (1) just below the featured area,
- front page (1 - index),
- category(1),
- archive (1 - daily, monthly, yearly, author and tag archives share the same widgets),
- single (1),
- page (1),
- search (1),
- 404 (1)

Custom widgets: Category Rss List

Security:
2 common sense security precautions already hooked in just for you
- Hiden login page error feedback
- Hiden WordPress version number

Preventing Spam:
A useful little function to deny Comment Posting to No Referrer Requests

Extra goodies:
- cformsII styles included,
- wp-Pagenavi integrated,
- wp-PostRatings integrated,
- WP125: Easy 125×125 Ad Management For WordPress styles included
- Show your last tweet (shows on frontpage and can be removed and replaced by any plugin of your choice so in other words you are not stuck with it if you don't like it!),
- Social share media,
- Feedburner Rss and Email,
- Follow on Twitter,
- "Give it a Tweet" call to your readers
- styles for threaded comments (if enabled),
- seperated comments and trackbacks (appear in animated dropdown),
- styled admin comments,
- custom avatar image for when your users don't have their own!
- Basic favicon

Javascript:
Best practices followed:
• use of Google hosted jQuery by correctly deregistering, registering and enqueuing the script
• jQuery tools and own code loads in footer correctly with wp_enqueue_script();

CSS:
Best practices followed:
• Use of a reset stylesheet
• Includes a print stylesheet as well!

Category Descriptions:
Enter an optional short! category description and it will appear to the right of the category title when viewing the appropriate category page

HTML elements:
See element styling here: http://smashingmultimedia.sarah-neuber.de/about/css-basic-elements

Theme Requirements:
The theme requires the GD library due to the custom written resizing script for the splash images.

---
The multimedia reloaded theme available here:
http://themeforest.net/item/multimedia-reloaded-blog-video-photography-/54709

Has the following additional features:

Appearance:
Ability to display a static front page and a separate blog with regular blog posts in addition to your multimedia posts

Extra Theme options to customize the layout.
Choose to display the „Share Icons“ (to the right of the featured video post) or not choose 2 or 3 columns of posts below the featured area on the Frontpage. Do the same independently for Category pages

For the Footer:
Choose the type of footer you'd like to have:
small
big with 3 widget ready areas

14 Widget-Ready Areas

2 new colour schemes